
PERFORMANCE SEATS

SENSE THE DYNAMICS. 
ENJOY THE DRIVE.

The sports-oriented seats from RECARO. 
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FOR TRUE FANS  
OF THE BRAND: 

RECARO AUTOMOTIVE 
LIFESTYLE.

You know that feeling you get with RECARO  
of owning something special? Well you can now  
experience that feeling beyond your car: With the 
RECARO Automotive Lifestyle Collection, we are  
bringing our dynamic, high-performance brand  

directly from the road and the racetrack right into  
your home! Visit our online shop that has collections 

and high-quality products to suit every taste: 

RECARO

PEAK BODY 
SUPPORT PERFORMANCE.

Did you ever test a RECARO seat? Then you know how good it feels. It fits like a glove. 
And you feel like you’re sitting IN the seat and not ON it. This is what all RECARO 
models have in common. We call it Body Support. 

Jean Pierre Kraemer
Tuner, TV presenter  
and CEO 
of JP Performance

SIMPLY THE BEST. SINCE 1995.

6767**

DYNAMIC. DRIVING. EXPERIENCE.
Everything under control? The driver’s seat plays a key role in this, especially if  

your driving style is sporty. The better your sitting position, the sharper your  
reactions and the more fully you have the vehicle under control. RECARO builds  

seats that support the body perfectly so that you can drive with greater concentration 
and safety. When developing sports seats for the road, we draw on our many years 

of experience and innovation in motorsport.

Since 1995, we have regularly been honored in the 
readers‘ polls of the best-known automotive magazines. 
And more than successfully! RECARO is the number one 

seat brand among readers. Thank you for your trust!

* Since 1995, RECARO has been named best seat brand 67 times, 
including 7 times in 2022. Thank you!

Timo Bernhard
Team Manager, Professional racing driver,

winner of American Le Mans Series and  
Petit Le Mans, 

2 x winner 24h Le Mans, 
5 x winner 24h Nürburgring

“Extremely cool – 

when it comes to body support, 

the Podium does all the work. And yet 

it’s also unbelievably comfortable!”

“My RECARO racing seat is not just  

reassuringly safe. It’s also consistently comfortable.  

It supports my whole body so I can perform  

at my very best.”

shop.recaro-automotive.com
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RECARO Podium GF
Highlight:
+ Racing seat for road and track with 
 ABE and FIA homologation*/**
+ Glass fiber reinforced plastic (GFRP) 
 seat shell
  
Product benefits:
+ Sporty seat performance
+ Sleek racing seat look
+ High-grade surface in mirror-finish black gelcoat
+ Road use: with 3- or 4-point belt
+ FIA: with 4-, 5- or 6-point belt
+ Developed for the use of HANS systems2   
+ One of the lightest seats in the world1: 
 RECARO Podium GF L: approx. 10.9 kg

RECARO Podium GF M: approx. 11.0 kg
 (including pads in black velour)
+ Net seat weight: only approx. 8.5 kg

RECARO Podium CF
Highlight:
+ Racing seat for road and track with 
 ABE and FIA homologation*/**
+ Carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) 
 seat shell

Product benefits:
+ Sporty seat performance
+ Sleek racing seat look
+ Visible seat structures
+ Road use: with 3- or 4-point belt
+ FIA: with 4-, 5- or 6-point belt
+ Developed for the use of HANS systems2  
+ Lightest seat in the world1: 
 RECARO Podium CF L: approx. 7.3 kg
 RECARO Podium CF M: approx. 7.4 kg
 (incl. pads in velour black)
+ Net seat weight: only approx. 4.9 kg

RECARO
Podium CF
CS.456.20

8855-1999

The new RECARO Sport C embodies everything about the RECARO brand: performance, quality, innovation, 
safety and comfort. And our passion for sporty cars and outstanding craftsmanship. The result is a unique sports seat 

designed for a very special driving experience. Its pioneering design, combined with all-electric adjustments and 
superior body support, will wow car enthusiasts while also delivering premium performance the like of which the 

aftermarket has never seen. The one and only new RECARO Sport C.

THE FIRST ALL-ELECTRIC 8-WAY 
AFTERMARKET SPORTS SEAT.

RECARO Sport C

WORLD FIRST

FROM SUMMER 2023,
ALSO AVAILABLE WITH 

SIDE AIRBAG

FROM SUMMER 2023,
ALSO AVAILABLE WITH 

SIDE AIRBAG3

FROM SUMMER 2023,
ALSO AVAILABLE WITH 

SIDE AIRBAG3

Highlight:
+ All-electric 8-way adjustment*: backrest, 
 fore-and-aft adjustment, seat height, seat angle

Product benefits:
+ Ultra-slim design
+ Very low hip point**
+ Fully upholstered headrest as standard
+ Sporty side bolsters in backrest and on seat bottom
+ Specially formed shoulder support
+ Extendable seat cushion
+ Suitable for 3- or 4-point belts
+ Lumbar support (4-way)
+ Easy-to-operate switch pack
+ Lightweight: only approx. 24 kg per seat
+ Innovative structure for maximum safety
+ 2-level seat heating (option)
+ Backrest release (for 2/3 door cars)

* All-electric 8-way adjustment:
- Backrest: adjustable 15° forwards, 45° backwards
-  Fore-and-aft adjustment: 240 mm
-  Height adjustment: 60 mm
-  Tilt adjustment: 6° 

** Hip point: 155 mm

* All-electric 8-way adjustment:
- Backrest: adjustable 15° forwards, 45° backwards
-  Fore-and-aft adjustment: 240 mm
-  Height adjustment: 60 mm
-  Tilt adjustment: 6° 

** Hip point: 155 mm

LIGHT
WEIGHT

ROAD
3-/4-

POINT BELT

HEAT-
ING ABEAIR

BAG

The RECARO Podium M is suitable for medium build 
drivers. The approx. 20 mm thick pads are available 
in all of the listed cover options.

The RECARO Podium L is suitable for larger build 
drivers. The approx. 10 mm thick pads are available 
in all of the listed cover options.

RECARO Podium GF/CF M for medium build drivers RECARO Podium GF/CF L for larger build drivers

approx. 20 mm approx. 10 mm

LIGHT
WEIGHT GFRP CFRP ABE

ROAD
3-/4-
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COMPETITION

SEAT
5  YEARS

HANSAIR
BAG

RECARO
Podium GF
CS.XXX.XX

8855-1999

Homologation number 
not yet defined at time of printing.

* Seat with ABE (German general type approval)/component certification with 3-point belt available for many vehicles. 
For further information on specific vehicles, please contact an authorized RECARO partner (ABE/component certification only in conjunction 
with RECARO baseframe and sidemount).
** FIA homologation 8855-1999 only in conjunction with the specified sidemount.
1 One of the lightest seats in its class: category retrofit seats with road approval and FIA approval.
2 Temporary removal of pad and pad pins recommended. 
3 No FIA approval if used with a side airbag.
AGR: Approved and recommended by Healthier Backs Association (Aktion Gesunder Rücken e.V.) and the Federal Association of German Back Schools (BdR) e. V. For more information, 
contact: AGR e. V., Stader Str. 6, 27432 Bremervörde, Germany, Phone +49 4761 926 358 0, www.agr-ev.de/en/back-friendly-products/back-friendly-products/4853-car-racing-shells

NEW
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ABE
General type approval/ component 

certification* KBA number 91909

RECARO Podium
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RECARO Cross Sportster CS
Highlight:
+ Drive performance meets comfort: sports  
 seat with flat seat cushion   

Product benefits:
+ Easy Access for getting in and out easily
+ Innovative tiltable/adjustable lightweight shell 
 made of composite materials in a space-saving
 design
+ With or without universal side airbag
+ Available with seat heating
+ Backrest release integrated into the belt guide

RECARO Sportster CS
Highlight:
+ Perfect fusion of sports seat 
 and racing seat

Product benefits:
+     Innovative tiltable/adjustable lightweight shell 

made of composite materials in a space-saving 
design

+     Available with seat heating
+     Integrated universal side airbag makes it easy 

to transfer the seat to another vehicle (optional)
+     Backrest release integrated into the belt guide
+     Pronounced side bolsters for perfect lateral hold
+     Suitable for 3 and 4-point belts

RECARO Speed
Highlight:
+ Pure dynamics: sports seat for beginners

Product benefits:
+ Specially formed shoulder support
+ Special lateral support
+ Backrest adjustment on both sides
+ Highly pronounced side bolsters on 
 seat cushion
+ Integrated headrest
+ Backrest release on both sides
+ Belt slots for 4-point belt
+ Also suitable for use with a 3-point belt

RECARO Pole Position (ABE),
RECARO Pole Position Carbon 
(ABE)

Highlight:
+ Racing seat for road car use

Product benefits:
+ Racing seat with ABE/component certification
 (3-point belt)
 + Two model options available: with the seat shell  
 made of carbon and aramid composite (CFRP/ 
 AFRP) or of glass fiber reinforced plastic (GFRP)
+ Suitable for 3- or 4-point belts
+ RECARO Pole Position (ABE): 7 kg (shell weight)
 + RECARO Pole Position Carbon (ABE): it weighs 
 only approx. 4.5 kg (shell weight without 
 sidemount and baseframe)

* Aftermarket seats with German general type approval (ABE).

         shop.recaro-automotive.com

RECARO LIFESTYLE CHAIRS
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ABE

         shop.recaro-automotive.com

RECARO LIFESTYLE CHAIRS

RECARO Speed Star

ECHTER

A

U TO S IT Z

   REAL

C

A R  S E AT

ALSO AVAILABLE 
AS SWIVEL CHAIR!

shop.recaro-automotive.com
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RECARO Automotive
Stuttgarter Straße 73
73230 Kirchheim/Teck 
Germany

Phone: +49 7021 93-5000

E-mail:  info@recaro-automotive.com 
Internet:  www.recaro-automotive.com 
 shop.recaro-automotive.com

ID NO.: 20070038 · DECEMBER 2022 
RECARO®, Sportster CS®, Cross Speed®, Pole Position® are registered trademarks of RECARO  

Beteiligungs-GmbH. Seat program for Europe: this is subject to the statutory and legal guidelines applicable 
in the respective countries. We reserve the right to make changes to the technology, form, color, and  

design of our products, or discontinue some of our products. We accept no liability for printing errors.
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XL seat – ideal for  
people of large build

3- 4-/ /6-

TAILORED COMFORT

LIGHTWEIGHT CONSTRUCTION

SAFETY

USE

FIA-approved racing seat or sidemount.
The new ‘FIA Approved’ logo indicates which product from the respective manufacturer is
approved under which official homologation number according to the FIA standard.

MANUFACTURER: Information about the manufacturer
MODEL: Product designation
HOM. NO: Number under which the product is homologated
FIA STANDARD: Information about the approved FIA standard

Lumbar support

Tilt adjustment

Flat seat cushion 
for getting in and  
out  with ease

Seat made of lightweight,  
environmentally friendly 
composite materials

Seat with ABE (German  
general type approval)/  
component certification

Seat for  
GT vehicles

FIA-Homologation  
für 5 Jahre

Extendable  
seat cushion

Seat heating

Replacable pads (M/L),  
individually adjustable to  
the driver’s build

Seat shell made of  
carbon fiber 
reinforced plastic 

Available with optional  
universal side airbag

Seat for  
touring cars

Racing seat optimized  
for the HANS system

Adjustable  
side bolsters

Heating and air  
conditioning (RECARO  
climate package)

Passive
seat air conditioning

Seat shell made of  
carbon and aramid fiber 
reinforced plastic 

Suitable for  
3- and 4-point belt

Height adjustment

Seat shell made of  
glass fiber reinforced  
plastic 

Suitable for  
4-, 5- und 6-point belt


